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I. INTRODUCTION

Much attention has been directed to the formation and
aggregation mechanisms of amyloid fibrils in misfolded
proteins.1�5 These studies are motivated by the pursuit for
effective cures to more than 20 neurodegenerative diseases.6�8

Water-soluble oligomeric forms of β-amyloid (Aβ) are believed
to be the principal causes of the neurotoxicity in Alzheimer’s
disease. The step-by-step tracking of amyloid formation is thus
most valuable. Important open issues are how the oligomer
structure depends on aggregate size, how it affects amyloid
formation, and how to characterize their physical and chemical
properties. Recent progress made by identifying the oligomeric
forms of Aβ, such as the monomer9 and dimer,10,11 could
facilitate future studies of the aggregation mechanism.

Experimental tools for monitoring the oligomer size are
required for tracking the amyloid formation.12�14 X-ray diffrac-
tion is not adequate since the fibrils do not form crystals. Optical
spectroscopic techniques are good candidates. Conventional
one-dimensional (1D) spectroscopy techniques such as circular
dichroism (CD) and Raman have a limited resolution. Coherent
multidimensional nonlinear optical spectra in contrast can reveal
more detailed information about the fibril structure and kinetics
of misfolded peptides.15�20 Two-dimensional IR spectroscopy
(2DIR) with site-specific isotope labeling has been successfully
utilized to track the amyloid formation pathway with residue-
specific resolution.21,22 Our theoretical work had demonstrated
that 2DIR signals allow a direct characterization of fibril aggrega-
tion pathways.23

Recent advances in laser technology had made it possible to
extend the multidimensional techniques into the near-ultraviolet
(NUV) regime.24�29Two dimensional near-ultraviolet (2DNUV)
spectroscopy of proteins carries information on electronic ex-
citations of aromatic side chains: phenylalanine (Phe), tyrosine
(Tyr), and tryptophan (Trp). Since aromatic residues in proteins

are relatively rare, their spectra are site-specific and easier to
characterize without isotope labeling. Electronic excitations of
chromophores depend on their surroundings through electro-
static interactions, making them good local probes for the
structure. By exploiting the high sensitivity of 2DNUV signals
to interactions among protein residues and between peptides,
the technique offers a powerful high-resolution local window for
observing the size of amyloid fibrils.20,30,31

In this paper, we employ our recently developed Quantum
Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) approach31 to-
ward the simulation of 2DNUV spectra of a family of fibrils
made of the 32-residue β-amyloid (Aβ9�40) peptide. It has been
shown that this segment is the key for fibril formation. We find
that these spectra are sensitive to the interactions between
neighboring peptides. We further show that 2DNUV may be
used to monitor the number of peptides in an aggregated fibril
and can thus probe the amyloid fibril formation kinetics.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

In the case of Alzheimer’s disease, fibrils are composed of
β-amyloid (Aβ) peptides with 39�42 residues, which are rich in
β-sheet secondary structure. Tycko and co-workers32 have
proposed a molecular model for the conformation of Aβ1�40.
Since it is known that residues 1�8 are structurally disordered
and not essential for the fibril growth,33 we used the Aβ9�40

fragment to model a single amyloid peptide. This contains three
aromatic side chains: Tyr10, Phe19, and Phe20. MM simulations
were carried out on the STAG(þ2) structure composed of 12
Aβ9�40 monomers, using the software package NAMD 2.734

with the CHARMM2735 force field and the TIP3P watermodel36
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ABSTRACT: Keeping track of the aggregation kinetics of amyloid
fibrils is essential for understanding their formation mechanism and
eventually developing treatments for misfolded protein-related dis-
eases. A simulation study of a series of Aβ9�40 amyloid fibrils with
different size shows that novel two-dimensional near-ultraviolet
(2DNUV) spectra contain characteristic signatures of interactions
between peptides. Chiral 2DNUV signals show a larger degree of
exciton delocalization compared to their nonchiral counterparts.
Intensities of specific peaks provide a direct measure of the number
of peptides in a fibril. These signals could be used tomonitor the fibril
growth kinetics, one peptide at a time.
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as reported previously.31 We have harvested the central Aβ9�40

peptide of the upper stack from theMM ensembles. This peptide
was repeated to build a series of of Fn fibrils with n periodically
arrayed peptides, as shown in Figure 1. Ensembles of MM
geometric snapshots of these amyloid fibrils were recorded for
the UV studies.

We focused on the 1La (∼209 nm for Phe,∼216 nm for Tyr)
and 1Lb (∼263 nm for Phe, ∼274 nm for Tyr) electronic
transitions. The transition energies and electric and magnetic
dipole moments of isolated aromatic chromophores were calcu-
lated at the QM CASSCF/SCRF level (the complete-active
space self-consistent field method implemented within a self-
consistent reaction field in MOLCAS37). We have applied the
exciton Hamiltonian with the electrostatic fluctuations (EHEF)
algorithm31 to calculate the electrostatic potential and inter- and
intramolecular interactions. EHEF provides an interface for
reading MM simulation trajectories from standard MD packages
and generatingQMatom�atom charge distributions. For a given
conformation, charge distributions were deduced from standard
atom�atom charges by updating atom�atom vectors of the
corresponding MM geometric structure. These charge distribu-
tions were then used to calculate the electrostatic interactions
between the chromophore and the explicit molecular environ-
ment. The fluctuating Hamiltonian was obtained at the QM level
for all MD snapshots by avoiding expensive repeated QM
calculations.38 On the basis of the Frenkel exciton model, the
matrix method in the DichroCalc code39,40 uses the EHEF
parameters to construct the effective exciton Hamiltonian with
electrostatic fluctuations. UV spectra are finally simulated using
the SPECTRON code,41 by averaging over 1000 MM snapshots
for 1D (linear absorption (LA) and CD) and 500 snapshots for
2D spectra.

2DNUV photon echo signals are generated by subjecting the
system to four impulsive Gaussian laser pulses with carrier
frequency 37 000 cm�1 (270 nm) and full width at half-max-
imum (fwhm) 3754 cm�1, as displayed in Figure 2 (A). The

NUV CD and LA spectra of the fibril F9 are displayed with
arbitrary units in the same figure, showing that the laser power
spectrum spans the absorption band in theNUV region. The four
pulses in chronological order have wavevectors k1, k2, k3, and k4.
The three consecutive delay times are denoted t1, t2, and t3.
Setting t2 to zero and using Fourier transform t1fΩ1 and t3f
Ω3, we present two-dimensional correlation plots with respect
toΩ1 andΩ3.

31,41 The 2D photon echo signals with k4 =�k1þ
k2 þ k3 were calculated using the protocol described earlier.30

Signals are plotted on a nonlinear scale that clearly reveals both
strong and weak features

arcsinhðcSÞ ¼ lnðcSþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ c2S2

p
Þ ð1Þ

The signal S is first multiplied by a scale factor c to make its
magnitude close to 1. For cS < 1 the scale is linear, arcsinh(cS)≈
cS, and for larger cS it becomes logarithmic, arcsinh(cS) ≈
(S|S|�1)ln(2|cS|), so that weak features are amplified.

III. RESULTS

A. CD Spectra. The electronic spectra of the aromatic
chromophores in proteins are sensitive to exciton couplings,
which in turn depend on protein geometry.42 Simulated 1D CD
spectra of amyloid fibril series F1, F2, F4, and F9 are displayed in
the bottom panel of Figure 2(B). Two experimental spectra are
shown in the top panel (Exp143 and Exp244). The magnitude of
the simulated mean residue ellipticity (ellipticity of the protein
divided by the number of residues) is in good agreement with
experiment. The simulated CD intensity closely resembles
the latest experimental CD spectrum (exp1).43 The negative
feature observed in exp1 between 35 000 cm�1 (286 nm) and
40 000 cm�1 (250 nm) is reproduced by the simulations. The
CD peaks in exp2 are sharper than in exp1 and in our simulations.
Nevertheless, the main negative CD peaks in exp2 at 36 200
cm�1 (276 nm), 37 300 cm�1 (268 nm), and 38 300 cm�1

(261 nm) are well reproduced by simulations for F2, F4, and
F9 at 36 500 cm�1 (274 nm), 37 300 cm�1 (268 nm), and
38 200 cm�1 (262 nm), with less than 2 nm shifts. The negative
peaks at 37 300 cm�1 (268 nm) and 38 300 cm�1 (261 nm) are
missing in the CD spectrum of F1, suggesting that they originate
from interactions between peptides.

Figure 1. Series of Aβ9�40 amyloid fibrils Fn (with n peptides) studied
in this work.

Figure 2. (A) Gaussian shape laser pulse power spectrum and NUV CD and LA spectra (linear scale and arbitrary unit) of the fibril F9 below. The
absorption band in theNUV region is covered by the pulse bandwidth. (B) (Bottom) SimulatedNUVCD (mean residue ellipticity) spectra (bottom) of
F1, F2, F4, and F9 Aβ9�40 fibrils. (Top) Two experimental spectra: Exp143 and Exp244 (magnified �30). Dashed vertical lines mark the primary CD
negative peaks. (C) Variation of intensities (ellipticity of the whole protein) of the four main CD peaks with the number of peptides n in Fn fibrils.
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We have used the ellipticity of the whole protein instead of the
mean residue ellipticity, to compare CD intensities of fibrils with
different size. The intensities of the four main CD peaks at
wavelengths λ = 262, 268, 274, and 315 nm (marked by dashed
vertical lines in Figure 2(B)) grow linearly with the number of
peptides n as seen in Figure 2(C), suggesting that the electronic
transitions are localized within the peptide.
B. Nonchiral 2DNUV Signals.The simulated 2DNUV spectra

of F1, F2, F4, and F9 for the nonchiral xxxx pulse polarization
configuration30 displayed in the bottom panel of Figure 3 show a
similar pattern. The corresponding linear absorption (LA)
spectra with the nonlinear scale (eq 1) are shown in the top
panel. The 1Lb and

1La transitions show up as two LA peaks at
∼37 000 and 46 500 cm�1. These result in two diagonal peaks in
the 2D spectra. Since we used Gaussian-shaped laser pulses
centered at 37 000 cm�1, the signals are dominated by the 1Lb
transitions, which show up as a negative (blue) diagonal peak (B)
at 37 000 cm�1 accompanied by two positive (red) side bands. A
relatively weak negative (blue) 1La diagonal peak (A) appears at
∼46 500 cm�1. The cross-peak of A and B, marked C, is too weak
to be observed.
The intensities of the A, B, and C peaks scale linearly with the

number of peptides, as shown in Figure 4. As in Figure 2(B), this

Figure 3. Simulated 2DNUV xxxx (bottom panel) spectra of fibrils F1, F2, F4, and F9 as marked. Linear absorption (LA) is given as top marginals. The
scaling factor in eq 1 is c = 1011. A and B label diagonal peaks at 46 500 and 37 000 cm�1, and C marks their cross-peak. White dashed lines mark the
diagonal.

Figure 4. Variation of intensities of 2DNUV xxxx peaks A, B, andCwith
the number of peptides n in Fn fibrils.

Table I. Fitted a, b, and c Parameters of the Linear (Equation
2) or Parabolic (Equation 3) Functions of 2DNUV Signal as a
Function of the Number of Peptides n in Fn Fibrils

signal a b c

xxxx, A 0.13� 10�13 �0.36� 10�13 —

xxxx, B �0.55� 10�11 �0.64 � 10�11 —

xxxx, C 0 0.26� 10�13 —

xxxy, A �1.23� 10�18 0 0.59� 10�18

xxxy, B1 25.19� 10�17 5.50� 10�17 �0.87 � 10�17

xxxy, B2 �25.19� 10�17 5.50� 10�17 �0.87� 10�17

xxxy, C �0.10� 10�18 �0.33 � 10�18 —
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suggests that the excitons are localized. The 2DNUV peak
intensities for F1�F9 satisfy

S ¼ aþ bn ð2Þ
where b is the slope in Figure 4, and a accounts for edge effects in
finite fibrils. The parameters a and b are listed in Table I. The
finite a values for A and B come from interactions between
peptides. We believe that these are limited to the nearest
neighboring peptides. Peak C has a = 0, suggesting the interac-
tions between peptides do not contribute to the cross-peak.
C. Chiral 2DNUV Signals. Our earlier studies20,30,31 had

demonstrated that chirality-induced 2D signals are more sensi-
tive to protein geometry and provide richer spectral features
compared to their nonchiral counterparts. Simulated chiral
2DNUV xxxy spectra of F1, F2, F4, and F9 fibrils are displayed
in the bottom panel of Figure 5. The CD spectra on the top are

given asmarginals. CD signals induced by 1La and
1Lb show up as the

positive and negative peaks at 37 000 and 46 500 cm�1, respectively.
These correspond to peaks A and B in the diagonal region of 46 500
and 37 000 cm�1, respectively. Here again peak B is enhanced by the
laser pulse power spectrum centered at 37 000 cm�1. The coupled
1La/

1Lb transitions produce cross-peak C. Unlike the nonchiral
spectra, here the spectral pattern does change with fibril size.
Difference spectra of Fn þ 1 � Fn are shown in Figure 6.
Moving from F1 to F9, peak A (1La transitions) retains the

same pattern: a positive (red) diagonal peak accompanied by two
negative (blue) side bands, while the signal intensities increase
monotonically. The rise of signal A can be seen in the difference
spectra of F2�F1 to F9�F8, which increase with fibril size. Peak
A intensities in F1 to F9 fibrils plotted in Figure 7(A) show
quadratic variationwith n, unlike the linear dependence found for
nonchiral xxxx signals.

Figure 5. Simulated 2DNUV xxxy (bottom panel) spectra of fibrils F1, F2, F4, and F9 as marked. CD spectra are given as top marginals. The scaling
factor used in eq 1 is c = 1017. A and B label diagonal peaks at 46 500 and 37 000 cm�1, and C marks their cross-peak. White dashed lines mark the
diagonal.

Figure 6. 2DNUV xxxy difference spectra of F2�F1 to F9�F8. The scaling factor in eq 1 is c = 1017. White dashed lines mark the diagonal.
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The variation of signal B (1Lb transitions) with fibril size is
more complex. In F1 it is dominated by a negative (blue)
diagonal peak which is symmetric across the diagonal. Proceed-
ing from F1 to F2, the negative (blue) diagonal peak is split into a
positive (red) and a negative (blue) peak in the upper and lower
triangle region, labeled B1 and B2 in Figure 5, respectively.
Correspondingly, the diagonal slice of F2 consists of one positive
and one negative peak. The difference signals of F2�F1 given in
Figure 6 suggest that interactions between two adjacent peptides
produce B1 and B2. In the F3�F2 and F4�F3 difference spectra,
the 1Lb region is dominated by a positive (red) diagonal peak.
Consequently, the upper positive peak B1 becomes stronger,
while the lower negative peak B2 becomes weaker as we move
from F2 to F4 in Figure 5. A strong negative (blue) diagonal peak
appears in the B region in F5�F4, which maintains the pattern
and becomes dominant in F6�F5, F7�F6, F8�F7, and F9�F8,
as shown in Figure 6. Because of this, the xxxy signal of F9 in
Figure 5 has one strong B1 and one weak B2 peak, accompanied
by two negative side bands. The positive peak of 1Lb transitions in
the diagonal slice of F9 is lower than that of F4, meaning that the
B1 peak in 2D spectra is decreasing with the increase of fibril size.
The peak intensities of B1 and B2 displayed in Figure 7(B) show
that the size variation is parabolic, F1 being an exception. The
extreme points (with the highest intensity) of B1 and B2 occur at

F4, instead of F1 or F2. This suggests that interactions between
neighboring peptides saturate only beyond F4.
The variation of the chiral 2DNUV diagonal peaks with fibril

size n is parabolic

S ¼ aþ bnþ cn2 ð3Þ
c represents the delocalization of exciton states; b accounts for
the localized contributions; and a represents the edge effect. The
computed xxxy signals A and B of fibrils up to F9 are well
reproduced by the fitted parabolic curves in Figure 7(A) and (B).
Since signal B becomes stable only beyond F4, we have excluded
F1, F2, and F3 in fitting for signal B. The coherence length of
delocalized 1La and

1Lb transitions in fibrils exceeds nine pep-
tides. The coefficients a, b, and c are listed in Table I. For A, b = 0,
implying that the chiral signals induced by 1La transitions are
delocalized. B1 and B2 have nonzero b, suggesting the existence
of localized contributions. Our previous study31 showed that the
1Lb transitions are strongly affected by the intramolecular inter-
actions of three aromatic chromophores in the same peptide. We
have also found that xxxy peak B induced only by one Tyr or Phe
chromophore in each peptide has no linear b term. We therefore
believe that the localized parts of signal B1 and B2 originate from
intramolecular interactions between chromophores in the same
peptide. The difference spectra of F6�F5 to F9�F8 shown in
Figure 6 reveal that the evolutions of signals B1 and B2 are
dominated by the increase of a symmetric negative (blue)
diagonal peak. This explains why they possess the same b and c
values.
The cross-peaks C between the 1La/

1Lb transitions in F1, F2,
and F4 of Figure 5 are very weak, but they may be observed in F9.
These signals are clearly resolved in the difference spectra of
Figure 6. For peak C, fibrils F2�F9 show linear size dependence
in Figure 7(C), while F1 deviates from this trend. It is interesting
to see that cross-peak C has linear scaling and is therefore
localized. Most likely, the cross-peak is induced by the coupled
1La/

1Lb transitions of the same aromatic chromophore. As
discussed above, the interaction between chromophores in the
same peptide normally produces localized signals. We expect that
the coupled 1La/

1Lb transitions of the same chromophore should
also be localized. The fitted red line based on eq 2 is displayed in
Figure 7, which explains very well fibrils F2�F9, but not F1. This
suggests that interactions inside a trimer still contribute. The
fitted linear coefficients in eq 3 are given in Table I.
D. Exciton Delocalization Underlying the 2DNUV Signals.

The exciton eigen-state e is a superposition of localized chromo-
phore n. To connect 2DNUV spectral features to the transition

Figure 7. Variation of intensities of 2DNUV xxxy peaks A, B1 and B2,
and C with the number of peptides n in Fn fibrils. A, B1, B2, and C peak
locations are given in the 2DNUV xxxy signal of a dimer fibril F2 shown
in the inset 2D graph of (A).

Figure 8. (A) and (B): Distribution of coherence lengths (Le in eq 4) of
the exciton eigen wave function of 1Lb and

1La transitions in the F16
fibril.
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populations of aromatic side chains, we first examined the
populations of exciton wave functions (ψe,n)

2. A good measure
of the coherence (delocalization) length of 2DNUV signals is
provided by the participation ratio45

Le ¼ ð∑
n
ðψe, nÞ2Þ�1 ð4Þ

The distribution of delocalization length for different eigen-state
energy is plotted in Figure 8. Most eigen-states are delocalized
over four to six peptides.
The different size scaling of nonchiral and chiral signals can be

rationalized by examining the origin of UV responses. The
nonchiral response is induced by the transition dipoles of the
zero-moment excited states, based on the dipole approximation
which assumes that the optical fields are uniform across the
molecules. On the other hand, chiral signals record interferences
among transitions at different parts of molecules and reflect
variations of the phase of optical fields at different points. Our
previous work46 showed that nonchiral response SNC depends on
the average product of exciton transition dipoles and the wave
functions

SeNC ∼ ∑
m, n

jψe,mψe, nμe,mμe, nj ð5Þ

wherem (n) denotes local chromophores, andψe,m and μe,m (ψe,

n and μe,n) are the wave function and transition dipole of the
eigen-state e, respectively. Consequently, the nonchiral 2D signal
originating from chromophore n can be estimated by

Se1, e2, nNC, 2D ∼ ð∑
m
jψe1,mψe2, nμe1,mμe2, njÞ2 ð6Þ

We can then calculate the coherence length of nonchiral 2DNUV

signals using the following participation ratio

Le1, e2, NC ¼ ∑
n

Se1, e2, nNC, 2D
∑
n
Se1, e2, nNC, 2D

0
B@

1
CA
2

0
BB@

1
CCA

�1

ð7Þ

With two identical eigen-state energies e1 = e2, we have computed
the coherence length of nonchiral (xxxx) diagonal peaks A (1La)
and B (1Lb). That of the nonchiral (xxxx) cross-peak C (1La/

1Lb
transitions) has also been computed, by setting eigen-states e1
and e2 corresponding to

1La and
1Lb transitions, respectively. The

distribution of coherence lengths of xxxx signals in F16 is
displayed as a function of energy e1 in Figure 9(A), (B), and
(C). The coherence lengths of 1Lb and

1La transitions induced
xxxx signals displayed in Figure 9(A) and (B) are typically less
than eight peptides and averaged at around four, while that of
coupled 1La/

1Lb cross-peaks as shown in Figure 9(C) is three.
Compared to the eigen-states displayed in Figure 8, nonchiral
signals have similar localization effects. This suggests that the
contributions of intermolecular couplings decay quickly with
increasing peptide�peptide distance and demonstrates the lo-
calized behavior of nonchiral 2DNUV signals.
Chiral signals are much weaker than their nonchiral counter-

parts. In 2D spectroscopy, chiral signals can be measured if
nonchiral signals (the leading dipole contributions) are elimi-
nated by laser pulses with an odd number of nonparallel
polarization configurations (e.g., xxxy). The chiral response
SCH can then be estimated from23

SeCH ∼ ∑
m, n

jψe,mψe, nRmn 3 ðμe,m � μe, nÞj ð8Þ

where Rmn is the displacement vector between the position of

Figure 9. Distribution of the coherence lengths of nonchiral (top panel, Le1,e2,NC in eq 7) and chiral (bottom panel, Le1,e2,CH in eq 10) 2DNUV signals
induced by 1Lb,

1La, and coupled
1La/

1Lb transitions as marked in the F16 fibril.
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the two transition dipoles μe,m and μe,n. Because of the Rmn term,
chiral signals could be much more delocalized than the nonchiral
ones. Therefore, the chiral 2D signals of chromophore n can be
evaluated from

Se1, e2, nCH, 2D ∼ ð∑
m
jψe1,mψe2, nRmn 3 ðμe1,m � μe2, nÞjÞ2 ð9Þ

We can thus calculate the coherence length of chiral signals using
the participation ratios

Le1, e2, CH ¼ ∑
n

Se1, e2, nCH, 2D
Σ
n
Se1, e2, nCH, 2D

0
B@

1
CA
2

0
BB@

1
CCA

�1

ð10Þ

The distributions of coherence lengths of chiral (xxxy) 2DNUV
signals in F16 are displayed in Figure 9(D), (E), and (F),
corresponding to 1Lb,

1La, and
1La/

1Lb transitions, respectively.
Obviously, chiral signals are much more delocalized than eigen-
states displayed in Figure 8. The coherence lengths of xxxy signals
have an average at around nine peptides for 1Lb and ten peptides
for 1La. The same average coherence lengths have been obtained
in transition population analysis of F20. This enables us to
establish the coherence lengths of chiral 2DNUVdiagonal signals
in amyloid fibrils as nine to ten peptides. However, the average
coherence lengths of xxxy 1La/

1Lb cross-peaks are found to be ten
peptides in F16 and eleven peptides in F20, suggesting that they
are delocalized as well. This is inconsistent with their linear
scaling behavior, which we believe is due to the neglect of the
effect of mismatched eigen-state energies (i.e., |e1 � e2|. 0) in
eq 9. The energy differences between 1Lb and

1La transitions are
about 10 000 cm�1, so the correlations in the cross-peaks should
be much more localized than those induced by two identical
transitions in the diagonal peaks.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have employed a QM/MM protocol, to simulate the CD
and 2DNUV spectra of a series of 32-residue β-amyloid
(Aβ9�40) fibrils with a different number of peptides. Good
agreement with experimental CD spectra validates our protocol.
2DNUV signals induced by the 1La,

1Lb, and coupled 1La/
1Lb

transitions of the aromatic side chains in fibrils show that they are
sensitive to the interactions between neighboring peptides and
are good indicators of size.

Interactions between peptides contribute to the nonchiral and
chiral 2DNUV signals in a different way, leading to different size
dependencies. We found that the coherence (delocalization)
length of nonchiral 2D response is about four peptides for
diagonal signals and three peptides for cross-peaks. Due to their
localized nature, nonchiral 2DNUV signals grow linearly with
fibril size. The 1La or

1Lb transition-induced signals mainly come
from two structural elements: monomers and dimers. Signals
induced by coupled 1La/

1Lb transitions are even more localized,
as the intermolecular interactions between peptides hardly
contribute.

Since the coherence length of chiral 2D response is found to
be nine to ten peptides, the chirality-induced 2DNUV signals in
F1�F9 show nonlinear dependence on the fibril size. Signals
produced by 1La transition grow quadratically in fibrils from one
to nine peptides, indicating that the coherence length exceeds
nine. For fibrils smaller than F4, the evolution of signals
produced by 1Lb transitions is not as simple since the spectral

pattern varies. For larger fibrils, 1Lb signals show both parabolic
and linear size dependence. The quadratic term represents
delocalized intermolecular interactions, and the linear term
results from the localized intramolecular interactions of aromatic
chromophores in the same peptide. In contrast, signals induced
by coupled 1La/

1Lb transitions have linear size scaling as expected
for transitions localized on three peptides.

The fact that 2DNUV signals induced by different transitions
and interactions of various structural elements have a different
scaling with size should be useful for probing fibril size. A linear or
a quadratic formula represents very well the size dependencies of
most 2DNUV signals in amyloid fibrils and can distinguish
signals induced by different mechanisms. Using the coefficients
tabulated here, the number of peptides can be calculated by
comparing the intensities of different signals. The fibril aggrega-
tion kinetics can thus be monitored with a single-peptide
resolution.
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